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What was the most rewarding part of your exchange experience? Please outline any highlights.
- being able to live in the city of my dreams after working so hard to get there. after spending a lot of time doing research, filling out application forms, worrying about whether I would get in etc it felt amazing to finally be here and have everything fall into place
perfectly
- the food; eating freshly baked / warm croissants every morning for breakfast, eating delicious pastries every day from various patisseries around the city, being surrounded by great restaurants / cafes
- exploring the city; discovering new areas every day, going to various parks to relax or have a picnic with friends, walking by huge monuments every day (notre dame, louvre, pantheon etc)
- the architecture; walking around and admiring the insane amount of detail in all of the buildings was very rewarding. apartments often have sculptures of flowers, lions, faces, etc. decorating the exterior so there is always something interesting to look at while
walking around
- going to museums; many are free for students so I was able to go whenever I wanted (such as to the louvre, musee des arts decoratifs, l'orangerie, the top of notre dame's towers, etc) which was amazing. If they weren't free, they were always discounted by
about 30% for students which made them very accessible.
specific highlights:
- waking up and seeing notre dame, the eiffel tower and the pantheon from my apartment
- going to a rooftop bar for sunset where all of the cities monuments were visible
- going to a raclette / wine dinner party in an apartment with a view of the eiffel tower
- meeting cool people from around the world (south africa, brazil etc)

What was the greatest challenge during your exchange?

- figuring out how to validate my visa and signing up for courses

Travel
Cost of air travel
Cost of ground transportation (ex.
monthly bus pass)
Did host university representatives
meet you at the airport?

i dont remember but i believe it was around 400$ from ottawa to paris

i did not get a metro pass as i prefer to walk / lived fairly close to everything. i did spend about 40 euros total on metro tickets throughout the semester as sometimes to walk is too far, my friends are taking

no

Is there easy transportation between
the airport and university?

yes, the RER takes you straight to downtown (after which you can easily metro to the university)

Orientation
Is there an organized orientation session upon arrival?

yes

How easy was it to find the info you needed to know upon arrival?
- quite difficult, the French live up to their name of making everything very bureaucratic and
confusing. however, there is an erasmus cordinator type person who can field any questions over
email which is helpful

What assistance did you receive from your host institution upon arrival?
- at the orientation we learned quite a bit about the school, how to sign up for classes, how to seek medical help if needed etc
- they also often sent emails out about events going on, particularly exchange student events which helps you stay connected

Accommodation

Is on-campus accommodation available?

not on campus, but there are student residences around the city

If yes, did you live on campus?

no

Would you recommend this to future
students?

i would recommend finding your own apartment on airbnb if possible, although apparently the residences are okay (depending which one you get placed in)

If you lived off-campus, how did you find housing?

i loved it! i got very lucky and got a perfectly located flat in heart of the 5th for a relatively
reasonable price of 800 euros / month.

Approximately how much money would you budget per month for living, including accommodation and
meals?

accommodation: 600-1100 euros / month (depending on if you want to live in or outside of the city). As for meals, I would estimate that about 10 euros a day would be a good rough budget if you cook most of your own meals and dont splurge on pastries / crepes too much, whereas 15 euros / day would a

Language Programs

Is there a language program available
either before or during the semester?
Is there an additional cost for the
language training?

during the semester there are french courses offered to erasmus students. upon arrival, you take a test (or show them your BI/2 results) and are placed in a class suitable to your level.

no

Academics
Was it possible for you to get all
the courses that you wanted?

yes

Please describe the course registration process

- its all in person, you need to find the catalogue (online) of the department(s) you are interested in, chose the courses that seem interesting to you, build your own timetable, then go to the various departments in person at certain times to ask to be signed up for the courses you are interested in by telling

Describe the manner and quality of instruction at your host university
- honestly i was a bit surprised at the quality of the instruction as not all profs lived up to the sorbonne name. while about 70% of my profs were quite good, the other 30% were not. they either perpetually
showed up late (even on exam days...), were not engaging whatsoever, did not know what they were taking about in certain subjects (particularly when it came to indigenous peoples), did not know how to
command a class (leading to a strange high school-like environment where students would talk back to profs, give them quite a bit of attitude etc). overall, I suppose the quality was quite good though.

What do you feel is the greatest academic benefit you have gained personally from your exchange?

- personally I got to deeply enhance my public speaking skills which were deeply lacking
before going on exchange as it seems that in France there are mainly two types of
evaluations: presentations and commentaries (which are like mini essays).

Personal and Cultural Connections

How easy was it to adjust to the local culture? What (if any) cultural differences did you find particularly
challenging? What parts of the culture did you most appreciate?
- very easy as I spoke the language and didn't find European culture to be very different from North-American culture.
- in terms of cultural differences I found challenging, sometimes French people speak very fast and use slang I am unfamiliar with which
can make it hard to understand them but apart from that nothing felt very unfamiliar or challenging
- I love the French's willingness to protest. practically every week I saw at least one or two protests going on about something. for example,
when the government announced it would increase tuition for international students from about 300 euros to 3000, the French students
blocked the entrance of the university during the exam period (it was the 3rd semester in a row they had done this) to voice their
disapproval.

What kinds of cultural, athletic and social activities were available for students at your host institution?
- culturally there were plenty of guided walks around certain neighborhoods, conversation cafes, visits to museums / art galleries etc set up by the school itself.
there was also a ticket office inside the school that allowed students to get huge discounts on things like plays, opera, dances etc. athletically I am not sure what
was available as I did not look into it but I do remember seeing that classes we're offered in various sports / physical activities (soccer, yoga etc). also, the
erasmus student network had some kind of intramural soccer tournament going on. Lastly, my host institution did offer plenty of social opportunities with its
monthly newsletter that let students know of events going on that they could attend (such as the galette du roi night where students ate a traditional french desert)

